
VIETNAM RICE EXPORTS

Rice exports by country in are led by India, Thailand, Vietnam, Pakistan & United States.

Along with that, the Indonesian market has announced that rice reserves will end June. In the future,
businesses need more support from the State to be able to work closely with farmers as well as scientific
researchers to create a large production area. The Philippines ranked first in Vietnam's rice export markets
with  MARD also warned of difficulties in exporting rice to China which has raised taxes and tightened
control over imports. It is often said that all their three meals in a day consists of "rice and something else.
Their research efforts have been continually aimed at growing rice faster with higher yields. Vietnam had a
bountiful rice export season in Vietnam had a bountiful rice export season in and its rice products were
exported to markets. Chinese agencies are checking Vietnamese rice exporters, and are likely to reduce the
number of exporters as it did with Thailand. However, the Cambodians still consider this area as "KamPuchea
Krom or Lower Cambodia" not able to forget that they owned this area in the past. During the first months of
the year, the obvious point is that production and export of rice face many difficulties when prices are low.
Huynh Van Con, Chairman of LocTroiGroup's Board of Directors said; In order to have Vietnamese brand
name and compete in the international market, it is important to apply a sustainable value chain production
method. The US sets high requirements on products, but it pays more than other markets. This is the highest
export price in the last three to four years, which even exceeded Thai rice prices. These results put rice on top
of the list of agro-forestry-fishery products in terms of export value growth. Vietnam exported 1. Over the past
three years, the number of export markets for Vietnamese rice has increased from 60 to countries and
territories, including Latin American and Middle East nations. The bid is opened to all interested domestic and
foreign contractors with deadline for submission of bids until April  Despite a decline in exports to China, rice
exports to other markets, such as Indonesia, Iraq, Hong Kong China , the Philippines and Malaysia increased
strongly. Sure enough there was an incentive to the farmers to grow rice in the delta and Vietnam became one
of the leading exporters of Rice. The Yunnar region in China which forms the upper region of the river basin
has also experienced drought conditions and the reservoirs do not have storages to release even though they
are used for non consumptive use of generating hydropower. Some experts believe that Vietnamese rice is
known by international consumers, it is necessary to build areas specializing in producing quality rice.
Referring to the reason why the export of rice is difficult, Mr. This increase is attributed to planting of modern
early maturing rice varieties, better management, appropriate Legal Constructs by the Government. Hoa said.
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- Vietnam is one of the biggest rice exporters in the world, but it remains highly dependent on the Chinese
market. The purchase of temporary storage of rice is only an immediate solution. The Philippines is forecast to
import large volumes of rice through both open international bidding and government contracts. Regarding
rice exports in the future, the Department of Processing and Development of Agricultural Products market
forecasts: There will be many new contracts in the second quarter of because Vietnam's rice prices are at
competitive prices compared toother export countries. The average export price of rice in the first two months
of the year only reached USD per ton, down  The government also supplied to the farmers seed, fertilizer and
other essentials. This has boosted the confidence level of the Vietnamese scientists who hope that their
country would one day be the rice producer to feed the world. The inhabitants of the delta are mostly
constituted by the ethnic Vietnamese with Chinese, Khmers and Chams forming the minority groups.


